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The Royal Society adopts MasterVision to improve reporting and drive sales
Leading international publisher The Royal Society adopts DataSalon’s MasterVision to join
customer data from multiple sources and support detailed reporting and campaign list building.
Oxford, UK and London UK, 25 November 2015: The Royal Society Publishing announced today that it
has adopted DataSalon’s MasterVision platform in order to gain a better understanding of their customer
base and to further develop their business. MasterVision gives The Royal Society Publishing a complete
‘single customer view’ of all their customers and contacts. This fully integrated view means that all of their
valuable customer information is now very easy to search and report, and has become more readily
accessible to a wide range of staff.
MasterVision gives The Royal Society Publishing a complete view of all their journal customers, by
connecting multiple data sources including subscriptions, usage, alerts, events and authors. This
integrated view means staff now have a complete picture of each customer’s level of engagement, with
detailed headlines and core measures easily available.
In addition to an extremely friendly interface for searching and segmenting customers, MasterVision
provides flexible and intuitive reporting functionality, which has simplified existing reporting processes for
The Royal Society Publishing, saving staff time and effort. Staff can quickly and easily explore and
visualise data in a variety of different ways to enable them to review subscription benefits to their
customers and see where there are gaps and upsell opportunities.
The scalability of MasterVision means that The Royal Society Publishing can also add additional data
sources to further enhance the customer picture. With denials data seen as a valuable source of new
sales lead info, the ability to add more information to the system means that staff can keep exploring
further new opportunities.
Charles Lusty, Head of Publishing Operations at The Royal Society, said: “MasterVision is already proving
an invaluable tool for our marketing department: in meeting our reporting needs and for building campaign
lists. We look forward to working with DataSalon to add more data over time and build even more useful
reports for other departments such as editorial and sales.”
Nick Andrews, Managing Director of DataSalon commented: "We'
re very excited to be working with such a
prestigious publisher as The Royal Society - helping them join together their customer data into a
comprehensive single view where they can use MasterVision’s flexible reporting and analytics tools to
gain real insight.”
[Notes for editors are on the following page.]
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Notes for editors
About The Royal Society
The Royal Society is a self-governing Fellowship of many of the world’s most distinguished scientists
drawn from all areas of science, engineering, and medicine. Its fundamental purpose, reflected in its
founding Charters of the 1660s, is to recognise, promote, and support excellence in science and to
encourage the development and use of science for the benefit of humanity.
The Society has played a part in some of the most fundamental, significant, and lifechanging discoveries
in scientific history and Royal Society scientists continue to make outstanding contributions to science in
many research areas.
The Society publishes ten academic journals, all of which play a pivotal role in the dissemination of high
quality science. www.royalsociety.org | @RSocPublishing
About DataSalon
DataSalon are the experts in customer insight for publishers. We clean and connect all of your data into a
single customer view for every individual and institution (combining subscriptions, authors, usage, and
more).
We pride ourselves on excellent service, and our cloud-based product MasterVision is fast, flexible, and
backed by first-class support. Publishers such as the AMA, BMJ, IOPP, OUP, TandF and RSC all rely on
MasterVision to help drive new sales, inform future strategy, and provide accurate insight to the whole
organization. www.datasalon.com
For further information about this press release please contact Nick Andrews (Managing Director,
DataSalon). Email: info@datasalon.com. Phone: +44 (0)1865 321353.
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